Some fossils of information technology may still remember, that as late as the early eighties using a UNIVAC/ Unisys main frame could suddenly drop you into the bible. If you wanted to process really big amounts of data -more than a single magnetic tape would hold, that is -the manual of the sort/merge software tools confronted you with examples how to sort biblical texts.
Not an indication of creationist leanings among the software engineers of the company, but a legacy. In 1957 Remington Rand supported the production of the first concordance of the bible done with computer support. And that task simply went beyond what a mainframe of the time could do; so a sort/merge system had to be implemented, or, more correctly: invented.
Today, of course, information technology is so advanced, that the scholars of Humanistic disciplines intending to use it to solve some of their problems, just have to get some of the ubiquitous standard software unwrap it and use it. Or so one might think. Indeed, the popularitywe would never use the concept hype -currently attached to the term "Digital Humanities" -relates to the fact that the Humanities, as all other sections of Human achievement, do profit from information technology as it stands.
Nevertheless there are quite a few frontiers, where the Humanities could advance further and faster than they do, if solutions in information technology would exist, which do not do so right now. And some of them are fundamental enough, that they are definitely challenges worthy of a computer scientist. This issue of it -Information Technology presents some of them. Indeed there are sufficiently many such challenges that a selection is needed. We will neither focus here on 3D and VR/AR applications, nor on textmining or data base applications.
Text, of course, is of such central relevance for the Humanities that processing it for and in the Humanities has many aspects besides textmining; and the challenges posed by it go beyond it. One of the most fundamental ones is that, following the ubiquity of XML based tech-
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Brühl, e-mail: manfred.thaller@uni-koeln.de nologies, many Humanities applications of IT assume hierarchical markup to be the obvious starting point for analyzing text. While such solutions are easy to implement, they vulnerate, however, some basic characteristics of text as understood in the Humanities. Alternative approaches exist: But as with sorting large amounts of data in 1957, they are anything but well supported by existing technologies. Desmond Schmidt of the University of Queensland is one of the leading researchers trying to change that, as he proves in his contribution on standoff properties.
Independent of this, texts in the Humanities can be processed only in overall environments, where the connections between object texts and knowledge needed to process them are extremely close. If additional venues are opened here, spectacular advances could be made in the understanding of how knowledge has been transferred over the centuries when we decipher the routes of texts reused. A systematic analysis of all the texts, which might have influenced an author, goes well beyond what is possible, when a researcher tries to identify likely candidates among earlier texts. Alexander Mehler and his team at the university Frankfurt am Main explore the adaptations necessary for text reuse analysis to achieve this.
Text, as it is handled in textmining today, comes predominantly from two sources: born digital media on the one hand, the results of massive OCR projects on the other. The possibilities offered by these for the Humanities are huge, and only very tentatively and provisionally explored, leave alone understood, so far. Nevertheless, concentrating exclusively on these sources of text would change the character of the Humanities, even those which are related most closely to the handling of texts. Very few Humanities scholars follow lines of enquiry, which can be based exclusively on printed material. Automatically converting non-printed text into a representation that can be processed further might be the most promising frontier of them all. Where we remain intentionally vague, instead of simply speaking of OCR for manuscripts: there exist Icelandic manuscripts, which in principle are written quite cleanly, but consist of up to 30% of abbreviations -not exactly a good case for OCR methods relying on lexicon based disambiguation.
Lambert Schomaker of the University of Groningen describes in his contribution of an image-based text search engine an approach, which avoids the requirement to understand a text as a prerequisite for processing it. He targets medieval and early modern manuscripts, promising to retrieve the graphical representation of words in real time. Based on the recognition of shapes in the scanned manuscript pages, his approach circumvents the inherent problem in generalizing OCR to non-printed material: How could you recognize characters, if no characters are there?
Hubert Mara of Heidelberg University shows another side of the same problem. In his case, the material to be processed starts with cuneiform tablets, generalized to all cases, where scripts have been engraved into surfaces, resulting in 3D presentations, which allow and require different digitization techniques from those applied for more traditional writing material. The results in turn, however, can be applied also to 2D carriers of text binding the approaches together.
Text is important in and for the Humanities, it definitely does not describe all their IT requirements, however. As we started from noticing, that hierarchical, embedded markup may be built upon some assumptions about the nature of text which are conflicting with those Humanities researchers use, the same applies to other seemingly obvious data types, like presentations of time. Time, indeed, is a good example for the problem of missing generalizations, that has plagued the application of information technologies to the Humanities since its beginning: At first look, of course, handling a temporal expression like "2 nd half of the 13 th century", or "Tuesday after St. Martin 1567", or "May 23 rd 1756-June 4 th 1757" is the proverbial "simple matter of programming". Pragmatic solutions for all sorts of subsets of the domain described exist abundantly, therefore. Being pragmatic solutions, rarely any of them could be generalized beyond the highly specific work flows and software environment of an individual project, however. Guy De Tré and Jeroen Deploige of Ghent University, describe in a more general way the problems of modelling time implied by such surface representations. Rooting a systematic treatment of these problems in a generalized understanding of handling uncertainty computationally, their approach has the potential to show a way out of the long succession of reinvented wheels for the handling of historical temporal expressions.
Of the five contributions listed so far, four have chosen keywords for self-classification which either refer to Artificial Intelligence explicitly or imply it. It is only fitting, therefore, that we close with a contribution by Juan Antonio Barceló of the Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, which addresses the relationship between Artificial Intelligence and the Humanities directly. The underlying question of his work on automatic explanations in the historical disciplines is how far steps of the research process of the Humanities can be transferred to algorithms systematically.
This, of course, goes well beyond the simple labor saving, which the sort procedures of Remington Rand should supply for a concordance of the bible in 1957. But, than, already in the late forties the researcher usually quoted as founding father of the application of information technologies to the Humanities, Fr. Roberto Busa, SJ, always assumed, that these technologies would not only result in mechanical steps in research being performed more quickly, but had the potential to change Humanities research much more fundamentally.
In 1957 labor savings for the Humanities required what than was groundbreaking research in IT. The vistas opened by more recent developments require nothing less.
